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Abstract: In the face of the broad political call for an ―energy turnaround‖, we are
currently witnessing three essential trends with regard to energy infrastructure planning,
energy generation and storage: from planned production towards fluctuating production on
the basis of renewable energy sources, from centralized generation towards decentralized
generation and from expensive energy carriers towards cost-free energy carriers. These
changes necessitate considerable modifications of the energy infrastructure. Even though
most of these modifications are inherently motivated by geospatial questions and
challenges, the integration of energy system models and Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) is still in its infancy. This paper analyzes the shortcomings of previous approaches in
using GIS in renewable energy-related projects, extracts distinct challenges from these
previous efforts and, finally, defines a set of core future research avenues for GIS-based
energy infrastructure planning with a focus on the use of renewable energy. These future
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research avenues comprise the availability base data and their ―geospatial awareness‖, the
development of a generic and unified data model, the usage of volunteered geographic
information (VGI) and crowdsourced data in analysis processes, the integration of 3D
building models and 3D data analysis, the incorporation of network topologies into GIS,
the harmonization of the heterogeneous views on aggregation issues in the fields of energy
and GIS, fine-grained energy demand estimation from freely-available data sources,
decentralized storage facility planning, the investigation of GIS-based public participation
mechanisms, the transition from purely structural to operational planning, data privacy
aspects and, finally, the development of a new dynamic power market design.
Keywords: integration of GIS and energy system models; GIS and renewable energy;
GIS-based energy infrastructure planning; future research challenges; fluctuating renewables;
structural planning of local energy systems; operation optimization

1. Introduction
In the face of the broad political call for an ―energy turnaround‖, we are currently witnessing three
essential trends with regard to energy infrastructure planning, renewable energy generation and
storage: from planned production towards fluctuating production on the basis of renewable energy
sources, from centralized generation towards decentralized generation and from expensive energy
carriers towards cost-free renewable energy carriers [1]. The modifications of the energy infrastructure,
necessitated by this increasing renewable energy use, require an extension of power and heat networks
and the construction of additional power plants and storage facilities [2].
Even though Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are meanwhile slowly penetrating renewable
energy research in highly specific and small-scale efforts and their potential for contributing geospatial
analysis and visualization methods for awareness-building and decision support has been demonstrated
in a number of projects, a broad integration of GIS and energy system models is still missing.
This is particularly surprising, as the value of using GIS-based approaches for solving questions in
the energy domain have been proven in a number of research projects, including renewable energy
potential assessment [3–7], energy consumption modeling [8–10], planning specific energy infrastructure
projects [11–13], building energy demand estimation [14–16], site planning for renewable energy
power plants [17–19] or visual impact assessment [20–23]. Although the above-mentioned approaches
are promising and highly suitable for dedicated singular applications, no generic methods for
trans-domain integration of energy (system) models and geospatial analysis processes have been
defined yet.
This is also true for the European Commission Technology Platform’s vision paper on Electricity
Networks of the Future [24]. One of the key conclusions mentioned in the paper is: ―To meet the
challenges from new sources of energy, distribution companies may act: (i) at the customer’s side,
using new technologies and opportunities made available from Demand Side Management and
Automatic Meter Management systems; and (ii) at the generator’s side, giving the opportunity to
remote control and regulate active and reactive power flows to the grid.‖ This statement shows that
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energy system planning and optimization is oftentimes tackled from a purely technical point of view,
still neglecting geospatial understanding (e.g., [25]), i.e., the consideration of geographic phenomena,
data, correlations and processes.
From a more general point of view, integrating GIS and energy system modeling enables the
generation of a more complete picture of the overall energy system and future ―energy landscapes‖ [26].
We claim that it is not enough to consider space and time as additional parameters, but in fact, space
and time need to be fully integrated into energy system modeling processes in order to better
understand the spatio-temporal dynamics of, for instance, energy demand, availability and the
effectiveness of conventional and renewable resources, capacity and load patterns of energy
infrastructures, including decentralized energy storages, and, finally, the return of investments and
economic profitability.
This paper analyzes the shortcomings of previous approaches in using GIS in renewable
energy-related models and planning efforts, extracts distinct challenges from these previous
approaches and, finally, defines a set of core future research avenues for GIS-based energy modeling
and planning with a focus on the use of renewable energy. The contents of this paper stem from an
extensive literature review combined with the authors’ experiences in a variety of national and
international research projects on the usage of GIS in the field of renewable energy. It shall be noted
that the outlook presented in this paper does not focus on a particular spatial scale, but on methods and
research needs in the field of integrating energy system models with GIS.
The article does not focus on a methodological review of energy infrastructure planning efforts, on
the evaluation of technical solutions, like smart grids or smart metering, the perennial question of how
to integrate line networks into energy system models (instead of assuming an omnipresent ―copper
plate‖) and the raising of awareness of an integrated system model for coupled heat and electricity
transport. Furthermore, the article does not present methodological findings from dedicated research
projects, but pinpoints pending research issues.
The structure of this paper is as follows: This introduction is followed by a section on related work
in the areas of GIS-based and non-GIS-based approaches to renewable energy modeling and
infrastructure planning. Section 3 presents the challenges extracted from the shortcomings of related
and previous approaches. Thereafter, Section 4 discusses the future research avenues that we distilled
based on those challenges, previous research projects and practical project experiences. Finally,
Section 5 wraps up the paper with a short conclusion.
2. State of the Art
This section analyzes previous research efforts in the area of renewable energy system modeling
and planning with a focus on non-GIS-based approaches (Subsection 2.1) and GIS-based approaches
(Subsection 2.2). This subsection is the basis for the definition of challenges and future research
avenues laid out in Sections 3 and 4.
2.1. Non-GIS-Based Approaches (Non-Geospatial Methods)
Energy system modeling is a common method for optimizing the operational strategy for generating
heat and electricity. Over the last few decades, various methods have been developed for simulating
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the distribution of energy in a time-dependent manner [27]. These methods are based on mathematical
models, and various optimization algorithms are applied [28,29] to investigate the optimal distributed
energy system, considering electricity, heat and gas as energy carriers [30]. All these methods have
proven highly useful for planning the overall energy system on a national and international basis.
Furthermore, decades ago, most central power plants covered the energy demand of the regions they
served, whereas nowadays, the energy distribution is increasingly becoming a spatial question. The
rising share of renewable energy sources based on fluctuating yields from wind and solar energy is a
geospatial challenge, requiring an improved geospatial understanding of electricity and heat generation.
Modeling of energy demand, mainly buildings’ demands, can be done by simplified or detailed, yet
complex approaches. Simplified approaches comprise statistical data analysis, e.g., the estimation of a
building’s entire space heating demand [31]. Detailed approaches tend to model energy systems within
a simulation environment. These approaches result in highly accurate output, but require substantial
preceding work. Communities or districts are often modeled as 3D objects considering energy and
radiation calculation [32].
Energy system modeling requires a variety of input data sources and parameters in order solve
optimization problems in a quasi-realistic way. For each task, energy consumption, distribution and
generation need to be calculated using different methods and input data from different sources.
Building data include networks (like district heating networks as topological data), mostly in building
information management (BIM)-like information. Furthermore, datasets of energy related units
provide information about specific technical constrains. Most energy system models access and
manage this variety of information in database-like applications [33]. Thus, the optimization process
can be done by transferring heterogeneous data input into a common format, which provides the
possibility of translating a logical problem into a mathematical equation [34].
Baños et al. [35] provide a comprehensive review on optimization algorithms for design,
planning and control problems in the field of renewable and sustainable energy. In their methodology
review, the authors focus on the discontinuity of renewable energy generation, due to its dependence
on the climate. Although several parameters implicitly comprise geospatial data attributes, such as the
―location‖ of wind farms and ―neighboring‖ locations, geographic methods for investigating geographic
patterns, such as the spatio-temporal development of energy fluctuations, are not considered.
Furthermore, the problem of such energy fluctuations caused by varying renewable energy generation
and flexible network operation within hybrid energy systems is comprehensively discussed in terms of
economic aspects, specifically the dynamic cost of integrating renewable energy into the power
grid [36,37]. ―From accommodating ever increasing levels of renewable penetration‖, the authors
conclude that the ―direct integration of variable renewable generation poses fundamental technical
challenges, because of its high variability, unpredictability and non-dispatchability‖, but the geospatial
dimension of such energy fluctuations is neglected.
The typical technically motivated way of tackling the problem of high variability in energy, both
heat and power, fluctuation is the use of suitable energy storages at appropriate locations [38]. As
shown in Figure 1, energy storages will be integral components in next generation renewable energy
systems [39]. In addition to the fluctuations of renewable energy sources, the impact of human-induced
phenomena, such as the demand for mobility on energy fluctuations, can potentially lead to an
increasing instability of energy supply. Since mobility is, in fact, a geospatial phenomenon that
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typically comprises a high degree of variability in both space and time, the inter-linkage of GIS with
energy system modeling and sustainable energy infrastructure planning becomes self-evident.
Figure 1. Third generation renewable energy system framework (adapted from [39]). CHP,
combined heat and power.

Following [39], heat is linked with domestic hot water consumption (see Figure 1), which is
therefore strongly variable depending on the geographical (demographic and topographic) context. Hot
water consumption further depends on people’s habits, the time of the year, the building type, the
building usage and also on the inhabitants’ specific lifestyle, etc. [40]. However, such dependencies
can vary spatially, as well as temporally, or they tend to cluster in space and time. Surprisingly, a
review on the ―optimal planning of distributed generation systems in distribution systems‖ [41], as
well as a review on ―multi-objective planning of distributed energy resources‖ [42] do not explicitly
identify any geospatial aspects in the impact of distributed generation in distributed networks. In sum,
although space and time are indirectly considered in the examples discussed above, more integrated
solutions are needed to fully incorporate spatio-temporal dynamics into energy system models and
energy network information in order to enable more sustainable energy infrastructure planning in
consideration of a growing mix of participating energy producers and energy consumers.
Finally, the issue of planning and implementing the Smart Grid concept has been in the focus of
previous research initiatives. Chesi et al. state that ―in the future, power grid operators may require a
prescribed exchange profile for customers and producers, leading to a diffusion of storage systems or
prime movers (especially small combined heat and power for distributed resources), able to balance
renewable sources’ fluctuations [43]. In this latter case, one of the major issues is the efficient use of
the heat co-generated, necessitating the adoption of thermal storages.‖ Even though the authors have
identified the need for planning decentralized energy storage distribution, they completely neglect the
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geospatial dimension. This is particularly surprising, as they mention that ―the goal that has to be
reached is the balancing of renewable sources fluctuations, which may be one of the main issues of the
future power grids, constituting a fundamental step towards the development of the Smart Grid‖,
which is an inherently geospatial problem.
2.2. GIS-Based Approaches (Implicitly Geospatial Methods)
There are numerous examples where GIS has been used to support the planning process of
renewable energy infrastructure. Especially, the identification of suitable places for wind and solar
farms, pump storage hydroelectricity [44–46], as well as the mapping of renewable energy resources,
including solar photovoltaic, wind, geothermal, biomass and hydro-electricity [11,47–51], have lately
been widely explored. These studies employ geospatial data on land use, elevation, buildings and
infrastructure. Thus, this research would hardly be practicable without using GIS.
Most of the studies tend to address the potential energy supply without considering the demand.
Although highly informative, such an analysis requires more data and more advanced analysis
methods. For instance, Kucuksari et al. propose a framework that incorporates GIS, mathematical
optimization and simulation in order to find the optimal size and the optimal location of photovoltaic
plants for campus environments [52]. The GIS module serves for identifying appropriate rooftops and
their photovoltaic panel capacity. However, this approach is purely based on static geodata (in this
case, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data) and does not account for dynamic geographical
variables, such as weather conditions, in general, or solar radiation and wind, in particular, as shown in
Figure 2. Yet, this approach could be the basis for a more comprehensive framework that also
integrates additional spatially varying renewable sources, such as wind or geothermal energy.
Other examples are related to heat network planning. In regions where the potential for expanding
district heating (DH) networks diverges in different areas, the economic costs of heat production,
transmission and distribution are difficult to estimate. Therefore, taking the geographic component into
account using geospatial methods and GIS is a critical part in finding the boundaries to which such an
expansion is economically feasible [53]. Although not mentioned by the authors, the most efficient use
of energy storage technology, in this case, heat energy storages, also depends on spatial parameters,
such as the distance to the next block or to individual houses. The optimal use of energy storages in
heat production, heat transmission and heat distribution may significantly influence the overall costs of
supply areas. The authors conclude that ―heat supply decisions should be based on the spatial
placement of the heat demands and the characteristics of the local DH area‖, which implicitly
underpins the integral necessity of GIS. Moreover, the consideration of geospatial aspects in regional
energy system optimization is particularly relevant for correctly determining the supply area if the
focus is on grid-connected technologies, as in the case of district heating [54]. It can be concluded
from such studies that, among geospatial and geometric parameters, the topological parameters, such
as connectivity or adjacency of a grid-connected energy infrastructure, constitute vital information for
both effective planning and operative tasks.
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Figure 2. Example of a GIS-based energy system modeling workflow for identifying the
optimal sites of photovoltaic plants (adapted from [52]).

Aydin et al. introduce a methodology based on GIS, fuzzy set theory and multi-criteria decision
making for finding the optimal placement of a hybrid wind-solar-photovoltaic (PV) renewable energy
system, which can potentially reduce the need for energy storage [44]. Their main argument is that,
depending on weather and climate conditions, one renewable energy source is complementing the
other. In other words, weaknesses and strengths of the respective systems compensate for each other.
However, this methodology may only be applicable if enough space for power plants is available,
which is hardly the case, for instance, in densely built-up urban environments. An additional limiting
factor is that parcel or building owners can decide individually if and how to use renewable energy.
Thus, the individual use of renewable energy sources is oftentimes predetermined in that possible
locations for setting up renewable energy power plants are rare in dense urban areas. In a similar way,
Omitaomu et al. describe an adapted GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis approach to determine
the suitability for new power generating sites [55]. The methodology considers environmental,
geological and socio-economic aspects, amongst others. Although this GIS-based approach is designed
to work at large scales, it is spatially explicit in that it divides the entire area of the USA into millions
of 100 m by 100 m cells and computes the suitability of each cell for new power generation sites.
Significant drawbacks of approaches like [44,55] include the lack of ability to consider more dynamic
spatio-temporal aspects across different spatial and temporal scales, or the lacking integrability of
topological aspects of the underlying energy network as regards the balancing of extraordinary peaks
in energy load shifts across spatially explicit cells.
The EnerGEO project aims to provide a versatile modeling platform that will enable planners,
environmentalists and governments to calculate, forecast and monitor the environmental impact of
changes in the energy mix on local, regional and global scales‖ [56]. Even though EnerGEO seems to
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be a thorough approach to integrating GIS and energy system models, clear and exploitable results are
still missing.
Coupling GIS with energy system modeling is also applied in the field of hydrogen supply,
demands and infrastructures. The authors of [57] present an example of such an approach that is
anchored within an economy-wide energy systems model of the U.K. For the German hydrogen
economy, Ball et al. introduce an optimization approach for accessing the geographic and temporal
aspects of a hydrogen transport infrastructure configuration [58]. The outcomes of both studies reveal
that the use of GIS is crucial when exploring the impact of the geospatial dimension of hydrogen
networks and the increasing changes in energy generation mix on future energy system infrastructures
and supply chains.
3. Current Challenges in GIS-Based Planning and Modeling for Renewable Energy
The seemingly most essential shortcoming in current energy systems research, which is
mostly based on topological system models, is the lacking bridge to geospatial planning activities. In
other words, energy system models are largely decoupled from the real world (in a geographical sense)
as they mostly only consider topological relationships within the network, disregarding the actual
topographic and geographic relationships (see Section 2). Thus, a perennial challenge is to incorporate
the spatial nature of energy systems, not only considering energy-related parameters, but also
geographic ones.
This requires the integration of GIS with energy system models. However, energy system
researchers have acknowledged that this integration is not trivial for several reasons. First, both energy
system models and geospatial analysis processes are highly complex in terms of the combination of
numerous model parameters to approximate the model to the real world as best as possible without too
much simplification [59].
Second, computational requirements for integrating the geospatial dimension into energy system
models are enormous, due to the drastic increase of the model’s complexity and the high amount of
datasets necessary for fine-grained results. Geospatially and temporally fine-grained analysis results
can be one of the major advancements over previous approaches that mostly either operated on a
regional resolution or just examined a small area of interest.
Third, the integration of a variety of heterogeneous data structures and formats poses a major
challenge in integrating energy system models and GIS [60]. This seemingly trivial engineering issue
has to be tackled on a generic level to achieve a sustainable and durable solution, which is highly
difficult. Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 elaborate on the substantial problems of data availability, proprietary
data formats, singular data integration methods and lacking standardization in data exchange.
Fourth, a central limiting factor in using GIS-based approaches in energy infrastructure planning
projects is limited data availability. In many cases, planning and optimizing energy infrastructures
require a variety of data sources, including land cover, land use, building footprints, 3D building data,
demographic data, like population densities, line network topologies, weather data, and others.
However, these data sources are often not available or accessibility is restricted by the data providers.
This limits the possibilities of the analysis methods and the accuracy of the results, as for many use
cases, only a small number of data sources can be used due to high license costs.
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Fifth, an additional challenge that comes along with limited data availability is the inhomogeneity
in the level of granularity with respect to both the geospatial and the attribute dimension. For instance,
building-specific parameters, such as the number of floors, may be accessible in one administrative
region, but not in another, whereas the number of households is not even available in one region, but
accessible at the block-level in another. Thus, in order to find a common denominator in terms of a
harmonized geospatial and attributive level of granularity, innovative vertical and horizontal
aggregation and disaggregation mechanisms need to be developed. Further, to aim for the ―highest‖
possible granularity within energy-relevant geo-data might not always be the ―best‖ fit for the purpose,
because of typically high license costs and privacy issues, as discussed in Subsection 4.5.
Finally, the current power market design is static and does not account for the dynamic nature of the
energy market [61]. Thus, in [62], it defines five principles for qualifying the structural changes of the
energy infrastructure and for mapping them into concrete policy recommendations. These principles
are: (1) subsidiarity (delegation of responsibilities between network levels); (2) flexibility as an
economic good (a good with spatial and temporal reference); (3) adequacy in installation and
retrofitting of the energy infrastructure (regarding costs, risks, utility and limitations); (4) cost equity
(equitable distribution of costs of the energy system to originators and users); and (5) incentives for
innovation and investments. Even though all of these principles have an inherent geospatial reference,
a GIS-supported method for new power market designs has not been defined yet.
4. Future Research Avenues in GIS-Based Planning and Modeling for Renewable Energy
Based on the literature review presented in Section 2, the extracted challenges described in
Section 3 and practical project experiences, we extracted a number of future research avenues for
integrating GIS with energy system models. These research fields, ranging from data availability and
data models to 3D analysis, the integration of energy network topologies into GIS and the design of a
new power market design, are described in the following subsections.
4.1. Base Data: Geospatial Awareness, Availability, Accessibility and Openness
Medrano et al. already stated in 2008 that, with respect to sustainable energy infrastructure planning,
standardized interfaces and GIS enable interoperable data exchange among specifically designed energy
models, thereby fostering GIS as being an integral component rather than a ―spatially-aware
add-on‖ [63]. Yet, one of today’s essential overarching problems in using GIS in renewable energy
infrastructure planning projects is the lack of relevant geodata or deficient data quality. The lack of
geodata is primarily rooted in three main reasons. First, valuable datasets, such as energy and heat
demands, energy production, types of home heating systems, line network structures or the energy and
heat grid topologies, are mostly owned by energy providers and distribution network operators, who
are often not willing to provide those data to external institutions. Second, many energy datasets, such
as network topologies, have no explicit geospatial reference, as most energy system models do not take
geospatial parameters into account, as shown in Subsection 2.1. Third, the inhomogeneity in the levels
of detail and the non-area-wide availability of specific energy-relevant parameters are a central
challenge in the context of the geospatial analysis of energy systems. For instance, the number of
floors in buildings is hardly available for all buildings within a study area, although it would be
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significant for the energy demand calculation of individual buildings. This is specifically true if the
study area crosses several administrative borders involving different public institutions providing the
data [64]. An additional critical aspect of such fine-grained geodata analysis is privacy protection,
which is discussed in Subsection 4.5.
Moreover, the concept of ―open data‖ has recently received much attraction through its increasing
importance worldwide. Open data stands for a subset of data that is freely available to everyone for use
without restrictions [65]. The importance of open data is underpinned by a recent remark by the
President of the World Bank, stating that ―our initiatives for open information, open data, and open
access to knowledge may turn out to be the most important legacy of the past five years‖ [66].
Although the benefits of open geodata have been proven [67–69], data providers are still reluctant to
supply their data for free. This is particularly true for open government data (OGD) in that numerous
open data initiatives have been launched by public bodies ([70–74]), but their effective implementation
did not meet the promises made. Mostly, only coarsely-grained general data, such as digital elevation
models (DEM) or small-scale administrative boundaries, are published that are oftentimes not
beneficial for performing detailed and geospatially fine-grained analysis.
Although these data are valuable for analysis, such as a regional estimation of the renewable energy
potential, the comparably coarsely-grained data are oftentimes not energy-specific, and their
granularity is insufficient for detailed and geospatially fine-grained analysis, such as, for instance, the
energy and heat demand. Instead, individual studies often have to perform their own data acquisition
and mapping. Nonetheless, one step towards open energy data is the Energy Data Initiative launched
by the U.S. Department of Energy as a part of the Open Government Directive [75]. The initiative
aims at governmental transparency and involving the public in the transformation towards cleaner
energy production. Another promising initiative, Open Energy Information (OpenEI) [76], provides a
wiki-based platform for sharing energy information and data. Compared to the vast majority of other
online platforms that mainly focus on single countries or regions, the OpenEI initiative is sponsored by
international organizations and has contributors worldwide, which strongly increases its significance.
An additional and innovative way of energy data acquisition is to allow citizens to contribute data
by means of web-based crowdsourcing and public participation platforms. Moreover, mobile technologies,
such as smartphones, allow for on-site geodata acquisition, for instance, in the form of geo-referenced
images in combination with a supplementary textural description. Further opportunities for making use
of user-generated data are discussed in Subsection 4.3.
4.2. Development of a Generic and Unified Data Model
The second central research avenue, which is tightly connected with the base data issue described in
the previous subsection, is the development of a generic data model that can be used for storing base
data used in energy system models and other GIS-based renewable energy analysis methods and tools.
Even though a number of research initiatives (EnerGEO [56], GISOPT [77], SIMMODEL [78]) have
aimed to develop such a data model, no generic solution has been found in broad accordance between
research institutions, public bodies and energy enterprises yet.
The unified data model needs to allow for the integration of a variety of different base data sources,
including renewable energy potentials, line network topologies, meteorological data, statistical data
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(e.g., population density), building properties, 3D building models, digital surface models, energy
storage facilities, power plants and energy converters and satellite imagery, amongst numerous others.
Consequently, the data model needs to be able to handle vector and raster datasets, which is still a
prevailing dichotomy in the sector of geographic information (GI). Apart from this gap, the integration
of vector and raster data is also a challenge from a methodological viewpoint [79], and a database
viewpoint as the integration of different data types, such as geometries, XML-based formats and raster
data into a single database, is highly challenging.
As an overarching, all-encompassing data model might be virtually impossible to establish for the
above-mentioned reasons, it will be crucial to develop a core profile that can be extended according to
the needs of a specific application. This guarantees the ability to implement the data model with
reasonable effort, while still being open enough to cover a wide range of applications and energy
system models. However, results from previous research projects have shown that a common
agreement on a core data profile for energy-related data is hard to achieve. Thus, a bottom-up approach
to the generation of a data model might be the most promising course of action, rather than a
long-breathed formal top-down standardization procedure.
Another strategy to cope with the problem of the availability of highly heterogeneous datasets is to
solely integrate pre-processed data into the data model rather than all the raw datasets, depending on
the inputs required for a specific analysis task. For instance, if an energy system model requires
building outlines to compute the passive solar energy potential of single buildings, one would not
store the original LiDAR point cloud in the database, but rather store the building outlines derived
from the LiDAR data. First of all, this saves memory space in the database, and second, it allows for
enough flexibility in adapting the database contents to the input parameters required by the energy
system model.
Concluding, it can be stated that the energy sector has not been deeply penetrated yet by geospatial
data storage and modeling concepts, as opposed to numerous other application areas. Thus, future
challenges will be to raise awareness for GIS-based methods and the concept of a spatial data
infrastructure (SDI) for the energy sector, similarly to INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in
Europe) [80] for environmental data exchange. As the application fields within the area of
energy-related applications is extremely wide, as shown above, the preferable course of action will be
to create a core profile, which is extensible according to the specific use case.
4.3. New Data Sources: VGI and Crowdsourced Data
Apart from dedicated and highly specialized base data, as described in Subsection 4.1, other
less-official user-generated datasets are gaining importance in planning and carrying out energy
infrastructure projects. Here, the concepts of volunteered geographic information (VGI) [81] and
people as sensors [82] play a key role.
Both of those concepts stand for user-generated geodata that are collected in collaborative processes.
This approach has three distinct advantages: First, accessibility to geospatial data is considerably increased
by a new understanding of open geodata infrastructures; second, the breadth of available energy data,
which has so far mostly been kept in proprietary and closed systems by energy providers and network
operators, is dramatically expanded; and third, due to the increasing number of Internet users, the use of
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geodata and GIS-based tools is not only restricted any more to a small group of people with special
knowledge. Together with the concept of public participation (see Subsection 4.4), which allows citizens
to provide feedback with their opinions and considerations to planning processes, this can significantly
lead to further democratization in planning and carrying out energy infrastructure projects.
Even though VGI is moderately used in decision-making processes in other areas (cp. the fast rise
of OpenStreetMap (OSM) [83,84]), the use of VGI has not been widely studied for the energy
sector. Here, potentials that need to be evaluated comprise crowdsourced data, including storage
facilities, private small-scale power plants, energy consumption data, measurements from private
weather stations, or citizen science oriented approaches, such as the estimation of shading effects for
individual buildings.
Furthermore, the use of ―user-generated data‖ coming from smart meters that have massively
entered the market needs to be investigated. These can monitor individual energy consumption in
15 min intervals or even more frequently. Smart meters offer clear benefits for electricity suppliers,
who can use the real-time information on energy consumption in order to adapt their production and
distribution strategies. Furthermore, electricity consumers can benefit from smart meters by monitoring
their energy usage and consequently adapting their consumption towards a more efficient usage. The
third EU Energy Efficiency Directive [85] defines the ambitious goal that 80 percent of European
households should have smart meters installed by 2020. This is one of the actions in order to reach the
aim of a 20% reduction in energy consumption by the same year.
However, apart from the evaluation of crowdsourced data’s fitness-for-use, which needs to be tackled
as the case arises, a number of key questions need to be addressed. First of all, quality assurance is one of
the major issues that includes research topics, such as uncertainty estimation or dynamic error detection,
correction and prevention. In this research area, we are currently seeing different approaches in
development, including complex event processing (CEP) for error detection, standardization efforts for
representing uncertainty in geospatial data (e.g., Uncertainty Markup Language (UncertML)) [85] or
proprietary profiles to define validity ranges for particular observations. Only when these questions are
solved, can the reliability and completeness of VGI be ensured.
Furthermore, a central question in the context of crowdsourced data is how we can preserve
people’s privacy when dealing with user-generated information and partly personal data. Due to the
breadth of this topic and the currently intense discussions, a separate Subsection 4.5 is dedicated to
privacy-related issues.
4.4. The Importance of GIS-Based Public Participation
As mentioned in Section 1, the modification of the energy infrastructure necessitated by increasing
renewable energy use comprises an extension of power and heat networks and the construction of
additional power plants and storage facilities [2]. These massive infrastructure changes lead to rising
awareness in the broader public, oftentimes raised by visual impacts caused, for instance, by wind and
photovoltaic (PV) power plants or overland power lines. This also implies a transition from ―energy
for space‖ to ―energy from space‖ [86].
This development, which also entails considerable land requirements, necessitates new regional and
local negotiation processes. Governments have realized that the acceptance of energy infrastructure
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projects in the broader public is of major importance, as it strongly influences planning and investment
security [87]. This is mainly due to an effect called the ―NIMBY phenomenon‖ (not in my backyard),
which has been thoroughly studied in previous scientific research [88]. This is also underpinned by
Manfren et al., who state that public information and public communication will gain importance in
terms of ―citizen-centric‖ energy infrastructure planning [89].
One strategy to address the NIMBY phenomenon is offering participation possibilities for citizens
in planning processes to increase transparency and to ameliorate access to information about a specific
project. Here, mainly, new web-based concepts, including WebGIS, Web 2.0, Public Participation GIS
(PPGIS), Government 2.0 or e-participation approaches, have been found useful. A study, which
involved 377 probands [90], shows that more than 90% of the study participants in the sectors,
citizens, public governments and energy industry, believe that conventional public participation
methods (disclosure of project plans in the city hall, open councils, etc.) should be extended by
map-based applications on the Internet, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Indications of whether traditional public participation methods should be
extended by map-based applications on the Internet (adapted from [90]).

Even though numerous public participation applications have been previously developed for
specific projects, nearly no research efforts exist that underpin the discussion of involving the public in
decision-making in energy infrastructure projects with scientific concepts and the results of
comprehensive user studies. Future research in this area includes research on the motivation for
participation, the fitness of PPGIS concepts for different use cases, optimized communication
between the involved parties, tailored and standardized user interface design and a set of core
functional requirements.
4.5. Privacy Concerns
In terms of privacy, the claim might arise that we need to be aware of our personal and private data
before we share them. This also raises the need to discuss the concept of I-VGI, i.e., involuntarily
contributed geographic information, in contrast to VGI (cp. Subsection 4.3). For instance, collective
sensing approaches exploit anonymized data from digital networks (e.g., by deducing energy demands
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from trafﬁc traffic distribution in the cell phone network) even though people have not intended to
share their data in this way.
Another central issue in using crowdsourced data is the personal impact of ﬁne-grained analysis
results, as terms like ―renewable energy potential‖ or ―energy demand‖ are only surrogates for a much
wider inﬂuence influence on people, which raises the necessity for ﬁnding finding the right level of
information provision. For instance, precise data on a household’s energy consumption could be used
to derive the number of people living in a household and individual patterns and habits (daily usage
patterns, personal habits, etc.) [91]. Therefore, there is a need for investigating security and customer
privacy related to user-generated energy data [92]. Several authors have presented ideas of how to
anonymize smart meter data between the customer and third parties [93,94], but those are just singular
technical approaches.
Consequently, more accurate, finerfiner-grained or more complete information might in many cases
not necessarily be worthwhile having, as this could allow for drawing conclusions on a very small
scale, in extreme cases, even on the individual. This again could entail a dramatic impact in a very
wide range of areas, like housing markets, subsidization conditions, the insurance sector or urban
planning and management.
The issue of data privacy also applies to other energy-related data. These include more detailed
information regarding building heat demand and the energy production from privately owned
photovoltaic power plants. Even if the energy consumption and heat demand would be available on a
building level, privacy issues would restrain the use of the data for third parties. New approaches to
privacy protection are therefore necessary. Krüger and Kolbe model the city-wide energy demand of
Berlin based on the characteristics of single buildings [95]. Yet, the authors state that real values
cannot be computed due to privacy issues.
Thus, as energy infrastructure planning processes oftentimes deal with personal or individually
significant data, legal frameworks have to be developed on national, trans-national and global levels to
protect those data. The largest limiting factor in this regard is the varying interpretation of ―privacy‖ in
different parts of the world. For instance, privacy can be traded like an economic good by its owner in
the USA, whereas it is protected by law in the European Union. This means that supra-national
legislation bodies and initiatives are called upon to set up appropriate world-wide regulations, even
though legislation and governments play a highly different role in these two settings.
This also includes the critical question of data ownership; who owns the data: the data producers
(i.e., the citizens or an energy provider), the institutions that host a system to collect data or the data
providers? Furthermore, if sensitive data is analyzed to produce planning-relevant information layers,
who is responsible if decisions that are based on this information are wrong due to the lack of quality
of the base data? In conclusion, the issues of privacy, data ownership, accessibility, integrity and
liability have to be tackled thoroughly all at once and not separately from each other.
4.6. 3D Building Models and 3D Data Analysis
Recently, energy models, which operate at different scales (regional, urban, local, building), are
being harmonized. This means that GIS-based approaches are combined with building information
modeling (BIM) based methods in energy system modeling and analysis [96]. Currently, we are
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witnessing the fast rise of the usage of 3D building models for the calculation of solar potential using
façade visibility. There are a number of GIS and BIM-based methods for single buildings or larger
areas on various scales [97–99].
Furthermore, 3D building and air transport models are used to calculate the energy demand of
buildings [100,101]. The fields of application are the design of innovative remediation concepts of
urban areas and the development of heat and energy network expansion strategies. In these fields, an
overview of the current heat demand, as well as an efficient way to calculate and visualize remediation
scenarios is urgently needed.
Apart from 3D building models, 3D analysis algorithms will play a key role in future energy
system modeling. Jochem et al. present a first approach in this direction [102], but there is a growing
need for more holistic and fine-grained analysis methods. Future research challenges include the
integration of ray tracing algorithms [103], the analysis of high-resolution building data [104], the
integration of building part parameters, like walls, windows, line networks, etc. [105], the seamless
cross-integration of BIM and GIS [106] and the consideration of the three-dimensional characteristics
of power generation of renewable energy sources [107]. Most of these challenges have been tackled
earlier in singular approaches, but no integrative method has been found so far.
4.7. Integration of Network Topologies into GIS
The distributed generation (DG) of energy, specifically in the form of electricity and heat,
typically requires grid-connected technologies, i.e., pipelines, cables, and appropriate storage
technologies in order to transport electrical or heat energy from where it is generated to where it is
needed. As stated in [108], ―the use of GIS, together with models that describe the resources’
availability and complementary economic and environmental models, can be used to identify the
regional areas where DG production becomes attractive (and is therefore likely to be realized),
requiring connections to the grids‖.
Topological properties, such as connectivity, proximity and adjacency, play a central role in the
optimization of grid-connected energy networks [109]. Finding the optimal location, size and
technology of energy storages within such a connected network is crucial in balancing spatial,
temporal and spatio-temporal load shifts, in particular when decentralized energy sources are involved.
For instance, the connectivity among segments of the distance heat network must be given in order to
accurately calculate and consequently compensate for temperature losses. The proximity of potential
renewable energy sites or potential expansion areas to existing energy infrastructure is important to
correctly assess costs, such as installation and maintenance costs, and to avoid any disturbance with
other nearby areas, e.g., specific animal habitats. Adjacency can be used to evaluate whether, for
instance, neighboring parcels or areas share a common border with the potential energy production
site, as this might be critical to legal means.
Geodata of energy networks are typically represented as lines or polylines (a line with several
vertices between the starting point and the endpoint of the line). Although almost all such network data
are managed with some kind of digital system, they are typically not ―clean‖ in terms of topological
properties, e.g., due to non-accurate manual or automated digitization processes. For instance, two
lines (or line segments) are not topologically connected to each other, because they do not share the
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exact same point, even though it may visually seem correct. However, GIS and geospatial database
management systems provide tools to correct such errors with user-defined parameters, e.g., two points
that lie within a certain distance will be merged into a single point or two almost identical line
segments of two adjacent areas are merged into one single line, segment since that segment represents
a common border. In this way, the reconstruction of a topologically correct and ―clean‖ energy
network graph, which consists of nodes and edges, is also the basis for GIS-based energy system
analysis, such as shortest path analysis and more complex computations regarding network
performance and network reliability, particularly with respect to the spatio-temporal fluctuation of
network load.
From a more detailed energy system point of view, topological properties should also be
considered, in principle, within small and local energy network components, such as pipes from, for
instance, the solar-thermal plant on the rooftop to the hot water tank. The actual metric distance
between the energy components involved is not critical in terms of energy losses. However, whether or
not a specific component is part of the network might be crucial. With respect to a multi-step network
analysis, a binary answer to a question like ―which houses are connected to that part of the energy
network‖ can then be used for further, more detailed, investigation.
With respect to monitoring an operational energy network’s performance and fluctuation, the
real-time coupling of energy systems and GIS in necessary in order to effectively and efficiently
resolve both unexpected and expected challenges in energy supply; for instance, interrupted power
lines or the damage of essential energy hubs, due to thunderstorms or landslides. A forecasted cold
front can be analyzed and visualized using real-time GIS [110,111]. On a technical level, such a
real-time coupling of diverse systems requires interoperable data and information exchange based on
standardized interfaces and services. In turn, this also necessitates the coupling of GIS with
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, as SCADA systems’ primary purpose is to
monitor a building’s state, including the surveillance of the energy infrastructure. This issue is tightly
coupled with the transition from structural planning to operational control in energy systems, as
described in Subsection 4.11.
4.8. Aggregation: Combining the Energy and GIS Views
Modeling an energy system requires a high variety of different base data. For many regions,
datasets, like energy production, installed PV power plants or population densities, are available on a
community level. Depending on the data provider and the original usage and purpose of the data, a
broad variety in the scale can be expected. For instance, data at the level of individual buildings have a
high accuracy. A disadvantage at this scale, however, is that the data tend to be commercial and costly.
Furthermore, some of the desired attributes might only be partly available. At this level, also, privacy
issues are of concern. When moving towards the block and postal code level, a loss in geospatial
accuracy is expected. Depending on the purpose of the study (e.g., a general estimation of the heat
demand for a possible expansion of the district heating grid), this level may still be appropriate. For
other purposes (e.g., a more exact positioning of decentralized energy storage facilities), this scale may
be too coarse. As an example, Figure 4 shows different scales and relevant data for the estimation of
the building heat demand.
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Figure 4. An example of different scales and relevant data when modeling an energy
system. The example shows relevant data when simulating the building heat demand at
different scales and geospatial accuracies.

As a consequence, when coupling energy planning and GIS, there are at least three reasons why one
would have to work on different spatial scales and to aggregate or disaggregate the data: (1) a common
scale (e.g., building level or district level) for all the data is required for the analysis or validation of
the results [112–114]; (2) a faster computing time is desired [115]; (3) consideration of data privacy
aspects are required [93,94].
Hence, it is essential to apply methods that can store and process data at different scales. One option
is to apply a geospatial database having a hierarchical structure in which the smaller units all are part
of larger units [114]. The data of the smaller units (e.g., districts) could then be aggregated to larger
units (e.g., states) based on SQL queries. The same principle could also be applied to scales of finer
resolution, including city district, housing block, street sections and individual buildings, among
others. Another option for aggregation is to apply a regular grid on a lower resolution than the original
data, e.g., 100 m by 100 m for the modeling and visualizing of heat and energy demand [116].
Instead, disaggregation has to be conducted based on an explanatory variable. With regards to
energy demand, this could be population distribution, building density or household members and
building types [117]. Hence, by assuming a relationship between population density and energy
demand, the energy data could be disaggregated to a finer resolution. Another example would be to
disaggregate time series of total regional photovoltaic energy production (as often available from
network operators) to single photovoltaic panels with known effects. The later data are available from
several, often region-specific, online services, including the San Francisco Energy Map [118] and the
Solar Essence [119] in the U.K. This approach would result in a disaggregated geospatial data set
representing the decentralized energy production. At the same time, it would retain privacy, since the
energy production of each single photovoltaic panel is an approximation based on the assumption that
it is linearly related to the total production of the surroundings. Nonetheless, such a fine-scaled
geospatial data set could be a valuable input parameter to a wide range of energy models. One
challenge, however, is to create a complete database that includes the data from several photovoltaics
installers. One approach could be to include crowdsourced information, like the Open PV Project [120]
and the KliBA (Klimaschutz- und Energie- Beratungsagentur Heidelberg- Rhein- Neckar- Kreis
gGmbH) initiative [121].
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4.9. Fine-Grained Energy Demand Estimation from Freely-Available Data Sources
Energy demand and potential analysis is an established planning tool at local and regional
levels [27]. This analysis forms an important basis for the derivation of supply concepts and mitigation
measures. Therefore, the bandwidth of the methods and approaches used for energy and heat demand
assessment is large, and a comparison of the results is oftentimes not possible. One of the reasons of
this shortcoming is the fact that planning objectives are mostly defined by the required base data and
the methodological approaches used, which limits the scope and the prospects of the analysis process.
While at a regional scale, mainly statistical data in connection with simple cartographic
visualization are used, GIS-based approaches dominate applications only at a local scale [122]. So far,
these GIS-based studies are mainly confined to the estimation of the heat demand of residential
buildings. Typical studies aim to improve the statements of the heat demand of individual buildings in
very small areas. Here, a new and innovative approach would be using a combined top-down and
bottom-up process to link cadastral data at the building level with macro-scale statistical data and
present the results as a high-resolution heat atlas. Surprisingly, despite significant deviations of the
heat demand for individual buildings, the statistical variations in aggregated geospatial units can be
expected to be low. The advantage of this approach lies in the homogeneity of the base data and the
comparability of the results beyond the local scale.
Yet, the possibilities of the use of geospatial data and geographic information systems are still far
from exhausted. Many applications are limited by the lack of accessibility of necessary base data
(energy systems data and geodata). As a consequence, energy demand studies at the local level can
only be incomplete or conducted with considerable expense for additional data sources, such as
residential buildings, the energy demand of transport, industry, services or trade. Thus, the
accessibility of base data on energy consumption needs to be further improved in order to ensure the
planning decentralized energy systems with a high share of renewable energy sources.
4.10. Planning of Decentralized Storage Facilities
Planning decentralized storage facilities greatly depends on structural, technological and economic
issues. The planning process begins with the estimation of energy demands of the buildings in urban
regions. Due to data privacy laws, the measured data of energy consumption can rarely be used for the
calculations (Section 4.5). Therefore, yearly heat energy loads are estimated with the suggestions
in [123]. The loads vary broadly with building standards and the year of construction.
Beside the spatial distribution of buildings with certain standards and its heat energy loads, the
time-dependent heat loads are important for the integration of thermal heat storages in urban regions.
Thermal storages can cover heat loads in times with high heat energy consumption and charged in
periods with a low consumption. The operation of heat energy storages within an energy system is a
time-dependent matter. Therefore, heat energy loads and domestic hot water profiles in an hourly
resolution need to be generated based on mathematical models [124–127].
Once the heat load profiles are generated, the whole energy system has to be defined under
consideration of spatial and operational aspects with an iterative multi-criteria-optimization [128].
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Thereby, the concept of distributed thermal energy storages is an important part of the optimal storage
facility planning.
The optimization model shows the optimal storage capacities in the urban region. The volumetric
capacity identifies whether the calculated storage capacity fits in the calculated site or not. Moreover,
the flow temperatures within a district heating network or a building identify the optimal storage
technology. Moreover, the power rate, the efficiency, the time period of energy storage and the costs
determine the right storage capacity (Table 1). Further, the land use of the area of future thermal
energy storages has to be anchored in building permissions and public participation (see Section 4.4).
Thermal energy storages and their distribution within an energy system represent one possibility to
improve the overall energy efficiency within a local energy system. When thermal storages are
discharged in peak load times, oil-driven boilers can be replaced. The base load for heat is covered
with combined heat and power plants (CHP), whereby the simultaneously produced electricity is
supplied to the electricity network [129]. Due to the rising share of the fluctuating energy resources,
the combination of CHP and well-planned thermal energy storage facilities ensure grid stability.
Operating CHPs in high price periods within a day ahead market is an opportunity to grant energy
supply to the electricity grid [130,131].
Furthermore, electrical storage is an important element for supplying balanced and control energy in
a future European energy supply scheme [132,133]. In small-scale urban regions, especially capacitive
reactive power is reduced with electrical storages placed at consumer sites, and the time-variant load
situation has to be evaluated with mathematical network models considering electricity supply and
demands [134].
Table 1. Storage technologies with technical and economic characteristics for both thermal
and electrical storages [135].
Technology
Thermal:
Sensible
Latent
Thermochemical
Electrical:
Lithium ion
Lead acid
NaS
Redox flow

Capacity
(kWh/t)

Power-Rate
(MW)

Efficiency (%)

Storage
Duration

Costs
(€/kWh)

10–50
50–150
120–250

0.001–10
0.001–1
0.01–1

50–90
75–90
100

day–month
hour–week
hour–day

0.1
10–50
8–40

130
40
110
25

0.02–??
0.05–??
0.01–10

90
85
85
75

day–month
day–month
day
day–month

1000
200
300
500

Table 1 lists the most promising technologies of electrical storage that may be used in the future
research efforts. Compared to the costs of thermal energy storage and the current gas prices, electrical
storage represents only a long-term option for balancing loads within the electrical grid [133]. This
matter is also discussed in Subsection 4.12.
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4.11. From Purely Structural Planning towards Operational Planning
So far, most optimization methods for energy systems focused on structural network and facility
planning. Recently, operational planning is gaining importance, as this new paradigm ensures a reliable
and cost-effective operation of energy supply systems. Yet, the operational optimization of entire energy
systems can only be realized with complex various energy-economic models [27,136,137]. The efforts in
optimization range from the operational planning of distributed energy systems (DES) under the
consideration of costs for fuels, maintenance and the investment [129] for integrating high price
scenarios in which CHP units produce electricity related to the market situation in a deregulated
electricity market [130,131,138].
A rising research area, called ―short time periods‖ of operational planning refers to the method of
―model predictive control‖ (MPC). It is mainly based on real-time data and shows the actual state of an
energy system [139]. With predictions on a minute and hourly basis, MPC defined control strategies
for the near future on the fly. When operational planning involves long time periods and issues for
investment, it can be treated as a deterministic approach, whereby all parameters and time-dependent
data are fixed [140]. Deterministic approaches also enable case studies and sensitivity analysis in urban
energy systems for the future development of the fluctuating electricity supply and refurbishment
measurements in the existing building stock [141].
According to [142,143], structural planning can only be performed effectively when combined with
operational optimizations. Sets of various spatial distributions of heat pumps and combined heat and
power plants are integrated in operational optimizations. The results allow decisions between the
various spatial planning strategies, e.g., about the installation of centralized or decentralized energy
sources [144]. The work in [145] lines up a decomposition method, including spatial, as well as
operational optimization of energy systems. A more sophisticated approach in structural planning with
a broad variance for the distribution of district heating networks and thermal energy storages is
presented in [146,147].
Möller claims that ―heat atlases finally must provide a better basis for making energy systems
analysis with computer models‖ and the needs for GIS-based planning tools dealing with operational
and structural planning algorithms in energy systems are underwritten [148]. The work of [149]
presents a geographical information based system, which evaluates the efficiency of the spatial
distribution of heat pumps in urban regions. All of these new approaches open up new research
avenues for GIS-based approaches as real-time information is meanwhile a vital part of many
GIScience research projects from which the energy domain can benefit.
4.12. Towards a New, Dynamic Power Market Design
According to [62,150] and [151], the structural change that is being induced by the political
commitment to the energy turnaround (cp. Section 1) has drastic impacts in three distinct areas:
(1) energy supply security (stable energy supply is a basic requirement for economic and private life);
(2) profitability (international compatibility can be guaranteed only by socially acceptable energy
prices); and (3) environmental sustainability (environmental protection is indispensable for sustainable
energy supply in consideration of energy efficiency, emission reduction and economic use of resources).
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Thus, a major future research avenue is the establishment of a new power market design and an
investigation of its implications for innovative business models, particularly considering the geospatial
view rather than exclusively an energy systems view. Here, key aspects include capacity planning
(GIS-based economic optimization of production and storage capacities, as well as transport and
distribution networks), division of responsibilities (due to the increasing volatility of the power market
induced through renewable energy sources, responsibilities need to be divided between the market and
legislation) and new market designs and business models (exploitation of new typologies, including
aggregators, virtual power plants, swarm storage facilities).
In these open questions, GIS can potentially play a vital role through the integration of geo-social
networks (Internet-based communication across system borders as a new means of handling
transactions), integration of ―digital citizens‖ (citizens proactively contributing to public participation
processes through web-based and mobile technologies; cp. Subsection 4.4), customization and
simplification (personalized services) and the integration of the Internet of Things (using sensors and
actuators for operational planning and dynamic energy pricing).
5. Conclusions
In the face of the broad political call for an ―energy turnaround‖, we are currently witnessing three
essential trends with regard to energy infrastructure planning, renewable energy generation and
storage: from planned production towards fluctuating production caused by renewable energy sources,
from centralized generation towards decentralized generation and from expensive energy carriers
towards cost-free renewable energy carriers. These changes necessitate considerable modifications of
the energy infrastructure.
Even though most of these modifications are inherently motivated by geospatial questions and
challenges, the integration of energy system models and GIS is still in its infancy. From a more general
point of view, integrating GIS with energy system modeling enables the generation of a more complete
picture of the overall energy system and future ―energy landscapes‖ [26]. We claim that it is not
enough to consider space and time as additional parameters, but in fact, space and time need to be fully
integrated into energy system modeling processes in order to better understand the spatio-temporal
dynamics of, for instance, energy demand, availability and the effectiveness of conventional and
renewable resources, capacity and load-patterns of energy infrastructures, including decentralized
energy storages and, finally, the return of investments and economic profitability.
This paper analyzed the shortcomings of previous approaches in using GIS in renewable energy
modeling and planning efforts, extracted distinct challenges from these previous approaches and,
finally, defined a set of core future research avenues for GIS-based energy infrastructure planning with
a focus on the use of renewable energy. These future research avenues comprise the availability base
data and their ―spatial awareness‖, the development of generic and unified data model, the usage of
VGI and crowdsourced data into analysis processes, the integration of 3D building models and 3D data
analysis, the incorporation of network topologies into GIS, the harmonization of the energy and GIS
views on aggregation issues, fine-grained energy demand estimation from freely-available data
sources, decentralized storage facility planning, the investigation of GIS-based public participation
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mechanisms, the transition from purely structural to operational planning, privacy aspects and, finally,
the development of a new dynamic power market design.
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